How to Build an Adaptive Hiking Program
We believe that every person deserves to enjoy the outdoors, regardless of their physical ability.

At GRIT, we're working to make this a reality.
Today’s Agenda

1. Overview
2. Video: What Is Adaptive Hiking?
3. How GRIT Is Increasing Access
4. How to Start Your Own Program
5. Q&A
6. Contact Us
Video: What Is Adaptive Hiking?
How GRIT Is Increasing Access to Hiking
How to Start Your Own Program
Build Your Programming
Grow Your Program to Support Your Community
Example:
Northeast Off-Road Adventures (NORA)
GRIT works closely with organizations around the world to integrate the Freedom Chair into their programming. Many adaptive sports organizations, recreational facilities, national and state parks, universities, and small businesses have purchased Freedom Chairs for visitors and participants to use. Though the missions of these groups may vary, they share one goal—to broaden their accessible offerings.

The Freedom Chair was built from our belief that every person deserves access to the outdoors and adventure, regardless of their physical ability. We love working with partners who make that a reality, through adaptive hiking programs, trailside events, obstacle course races, camps, or simply taking the steps to make their popular offerings accessible to
Q&A
Contact Us

- Visit our Informational Landing Page →
- Reach out directly by emailing us at info@gogrit.us or calling 1-877-345-4748.